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Abstract 
A stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model of the economy is integrated with a model 
of the climate system and used to derive optimal climate policies. We allow for uncertainties 
about the economy, damages and the climate system, where we have geometric Brownian 
motion, Poisson processes for shocks to the economy, and climate tipping points. The 
optimal carbon pricing strategies are derived by solving complicated partial differential 
equations. However, to get a better understanding we put forward a simple, tractable, and 
easy-to-interpret formula for the optimal carbon price. We explain how this captures various 
precautionary and insurance motives and offer dynamic simulations of what can be done to 
limit global warming. We thus conclude with relevant insights for policy makers of how to 
internalise the adverse effects of global warming on economic productivity, the risk of 
recurring disasters, and the risk of climate tipping points.
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Rick van der Ploeg, Professor of Economics at the University of Oxford, also affiliated 
with CEPR, CESifo and  University of Amsterdam. His research is on the economics of 
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